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Intelligent solutions



KRECO is a hi-tech company, established in 2008, Stock Code: 891359, Medical Registration number 20200118, European & USA brand
'IPSKRE'. We bought own industrial plant, succeed in the past, and will successful in future, not only for electronics, electrical appliance,
but also for health care & medical industry. Products are designed and manufactured (in mass production) according to the newest
international standards, qualified with different markets requirements.

Company Profile
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Under the core value 'integrity' (honest and sincere) and the mission 'to make customers satisfied with better products', KRECO
provides clients with vertical customized products and solutions.

Integrity business principle:

We have partner-cooperated and well-controlled with many different categored factories, since we have many good and closed
friend resources in the market. Every month, it is able to produce millions of products each category, which can be ensured and
have been proved by timely delivery. In the meantime, the company has a powerful R&D team to research and design new popular
products. Furthermore, we have a super high quality control system responsible for the quality check and control.

Mass MFG production:

KRECO always strives to maintain the highest safety standard and quality products. By making our best efforts to improve efficiency
and corporate thriftiness allowed the company to pass savings and values on to customers. By now, our products are being sold in
over 69 countries and regions. All honored clients can get professional sales service from our company.

Pass savings and values on to customers:

The best for you and we are waiting for you.
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Brand Story
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All colleagues think that he is the one who likes trying andwho’s never afraid of challenges!

All peers think that he is a crazyman, or even almost getsmad!

He left Xiang River where themountains are towering. Ten years ago, he spentmost of his time and energy
on studying.No pains no gains, finally, he got the admittance from his dream university and graduatedwith
good performance. In order to be different from the ordinary ones, he engaged in power supply industry
after graduation.

At that time, he was so young that he had no fear.He kept trying with great craziness. Gradually, he got fame.His unique work style was highly
evaluated by clients at home and abroad. Perhaps, at that time, it was a fate that he would get his own achievements in this industry.

Going through the whole youth time with hard work, finally shocked the whole world. After ten year’s efforts, he becamemature. For him,
power supply is the career that he is willing to spend all his life on it.

The Pearl River is roaring andWugui looks beautiful. In 2013, he went to Zhongshan,
still with his great passion and love in power supply industry.He started up his own
career after giving up a stable and high-salary job. God knows what he experienced
whenmaking this decision. Anyway, this is because his gene -- like trying and crazy
about challenges.

The chivalrous bones contain the love and deep feeling, which display the nature of
a human. In order to start up his own career, he gave up the opportunity to work
abroad. Actually, what he did is just for his wife. They experienced the hardship and
worked together, just like a team. Finally, they succeeded in Zhongshan.

The hard work, the hardship, the troubles they encountered and the success they
made have become a strength and a faith, which help him go further and try harder.

He decided to name the company after his wife’s name --- Kingrong.

“Kingrong” is awitness of their development and their love. Definitely, the company
will get a brighter future being supported by the family and the love.

Ten year’s hard work for success, and the rest life for beingmore successful

As long as you keep going, you will find your dream just there waiting for you!



Brand Introduction
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K=King R=Rong

E=Electronic CO=Company

I=Intelligent P=Powerful S=Solutions

K=King R=Rong E=Electronic
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International registered brand
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UL
UL62368
UL60335 UL1310CB CE

IEC/EN62368
IEC/EN61558 IEC/EN60335 IEC/EN60601

KC
K62368

PSE
J62368 J60335 J61558

CCC
GB4943 GB8898

SAA
AS/NZS62368
AS/NZS60335 AS/NZS61558

IEC/EN62368
IEC/EN61558 IEC/EN60335 IEC/EN60601

BS

S A F E T Y S T A N D A R D S

Product Certificate
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Europe:
Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Belarus, Russia, Ukraine, Moldova, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Germany, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Romania, Slovenia, Croatia, Italy, Spain, Portugal

Sold Regions

Asia:
Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Israel, Lebanon,
Saudi Arabia, Syria, United Arab Emirates

Americas:
United States of America, Canada, Mexico, Baxi, Chile, Uruguay

Africa:
Egypt, Kenya, Tanzania, Sierra Leone, Ghana, Cameroon, Angola, South Africa

Australia:
Australia, New Zealand
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Creation

Integrity
No cheating , no smart tricks, no freeloading.

Responsibility
Dare to burden the responsibility about quality or others, without
avoiding any responsibility or passing the buck.

Innovation
Perfectmore every day, thinkmore every day

Win-to-win
Our success originates from sharing ---sharing interest ,
cooperating together.

Resilience
Weare about to face any failure, butwe can't accept aweak heart !

Corporate Culture
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Mission

Vision

Core Values

History

tomake customers satisfiedwith better products.

to be the first choice internationally as a recognized vendor of electronics products.
to be a vertical 4S sourcing platform.



Kingrong Enterprise Ltd.

Exhibitions Attended in Bygone Years
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Kingrong Electronics Co., Ltd ( KRECO) always pays high attention to quality,
seeks its own identity through perfect product. For many years it has
recognized many businessmen with common ideas & concepts by global
exhibitions, provided batches of reliable & safe power supplies for the
customers and cooperated with them again and again. It has participated
in plenty of exhibitions, such as Hongkong Electronics Exhibition, Canton
Fair, High-tech Fair, Germany Munich Electronics Exhibition etc. Our products
are very popular in the fair , especially for German businessmen, Australian
businessmen and Japanese businessmen ! Through the outstanding display
and practical style, our power supplies are promoted to the market, to the
world , and serve for thousands of houses all over the world !
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Obtained Philips order at HK Electronic Exhibition.

Obtained PELLA intelligent home order at CES Exhibition.
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Shopping Guide
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Agents, Distributors, Supermarkets ?
Distributionship

KRECO is unique due to the past decade experience &technology in R &D.

What is your Business Type?

KRECO: All YES!

Please find your desired service by the following category:

��ê（ ）OEMîÇ

Manufacturers ?
OEM service

Çx��ê ({��§）

Industrial Design Companies ?
Idea, Prototype

www.kreco.com.cn
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Kingrong Enterprise Ltd.

Category: Electric HandheldMassager
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Brushless motor:60 Power
Massage Depth:10mm
Rated Torque: 80 mN.m
5 Speed Options
Battery Status Indicator
One Key Operation
6 Standard Massage Heads
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Electric HandheldMassager
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Electric HandheldMassager
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Electric HandheldMassager
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Electric HandheldMassager
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Electric HandheldMassager KRE FG01( - )
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Kingrong Enterprise Ltd.
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Electric HandheldMassager KRE FG01( - )
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��� ( - )KER FG02

��XÁ
�¢X�： Xë：4.2V-36V 0.01A-3A
Medical power supply range value voltage: 4.2V-36V Current: 0.01A-3A

Electric HandheldMassager KRE FG02( - )
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Electric HandheldMassager KRE FG02( - )
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Electric HandheldMassager KRE FG03( - )
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Electric HandheldMassager KRE FG03( - )
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Electric HandheldMassager KRE FG04( - )
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Electric HandheldMassager KRE FG04( - )
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Electric HandheldMassager KRE FG05( - )
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Electric HandheldMassager KRE FG05( - )
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Electric HandheldMassager KRE FG06( - )
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Electric HandheldMassager KRE FG06( - )
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Category: Electric NeckMassager
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42°C constant temperature heating
Floating electrode
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Electric NeckMassager
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Electric NeckMassager KRE MI01( - )
� ! -(KER MI01)
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Electric NeckMassager KRE MI02( - )
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Electric NeckMassager KRE-MI02)(
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Electric NeckMassager KRE-MI02)(
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Electric NeckMassager KRE MI03( - )
� ! -(KER MI03)



Design, Research andDevelopment Ability
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Distinct advantages brought by many years of research
and development experience and technology accumulation
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Kingrong Electronics Company (KRECO®) specializes in designing and manufacturing
power supply products. Many years of research and development experience and
technology accumulation endow the Company with distinct advantages in product
design, evaluation and manufacture. “Over the past 10 years, customers from more
than 60 countries in the world have received market recognition and become successful
in their career by virtue of the power supply product solutions provided by Kingrong team!”

Product
Design
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Evaluation

��

Manufacture

Kingrong Enterprise Ltd.
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Strong Supply ChainManagement
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Strong Supply Chain Management
The suppliers network and cooperation partners can provide various

services for customers

Product Design, Research and Development Ability
Professional design teamwithmore than 10 years of experience in

design&development

Globalized Standard and Certification
Seven countries’certifications and global standardized production

One-stop Full Service
Follow up every step of the projects tomake customers achieve success

without going overseas10
of professional designdevelopment experience

10��x��Fç�

years

Seven countries’standard certifications

7Ò�����Þ

7countries



Kingrong Enterprise Ltd.

Intelligent Powerful Solutions
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Stable, safe and high-efficiency electronic
components that can be usedwithout worries.

Communication Solution
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Integrated A/V andmulti-media,making the
sound and picture clearer.

Audio/Video Solution
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Integrated power for power supply and data
transmissionwork,making thewiring simpler.

POE Solution
POE±²³´3
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Charged once being put down, safe, reliable and
leading the new trend of charging

Wireless Charging Solution
b13X±²³´4



First-rate Service
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One-stop design service, reducing design cost and
meeting customers’needs.

Design Solution
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One-stop customized service, saving time greatly.

Customized Solutions
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One-stop sourcing service, reducing sourcing cost
and increasing competitive advantage.

Sourcing Solutions
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One-stop Vertical Service
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Design
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Management
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Sourcing
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Production
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Transportation
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We not only provide the products directly by our
cooperated factories, but also ensure that we could
source a lot of products from different factories with
lowprice.Noneed leave your country, you couldmake
full use of our sourcing platform with low cost.

Kingrong Enterprise Ltd.
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We not only provide you the best solutions in power source,
but also provide‘Customized service’. Our R&D team will
supervise every step of your ex-factory project, covering from
the original idea to the final design, our managment will ensure
the timeliness, quality and cost-effectiveness. We are your top
choice, to help you outstanding in the keen competition.
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CompanyOfficialWebsite WeChatOfficial Account

No.902,Bldg 6,Meicheng Creative Industrial Park,Mingcheng East Rd,
Xiaolan,Zhongshan,Guangdong,528415 China

Tel: +86-138-22715268 +86-760-22582166
Email: sales@kreco.com.cn Stock Code: 891359

Kingrong Enterprise Ltd.

Zhongshan Kingrong Electronics Co.,Ltd.
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